Recommended Resources for Reading

**Anti-Arab Racism in the USA**, by Steven Salaita
**Anti-Racist Cookbook**, by Parker & Chambers
**A Different Mirror**, by Ronald Takaki
**Harvest of Empire**, by Juan Gonzalez
**Occupied America**, by Rodolfo Acuna
**A People’s History of the United States**, by Howard Zinn
**Race in North America**, by Audrey Smedley
**Racial Oppression in American**, by Bob Blauner
**The State of Native America**, by M. Annette Jaimes
*Understanding & Dismantling Racism*, by Joseph Barndt
**White By Law**, by Iam Haney Lopez
**Working Toward Whiteness**, by David Roediger
**Yellow**, by Frank Wu

**The Debt**, by Randall Robinson
**Race Matters**, by Coryn West
**Two Nations**, by Andrew Hacker
**The White Architects of Black Education**, by William Watkins

**Native American History**, by Judith Nies
**Native Time**, by Lee Francis

**Are Italians White?** by Guglielmo & Salerno
**Honky**, by Dalton Conley
**How the Irish Became White**, by Noel Ignatiev
**How Jews Became White People**, by Karen Brodkin
**Uprooting Racism**, by Paul Kivel
**White Like Me**, by Tim Wise

**1491**, by Charles C. Mann
**The American Discovery of Europe** by Jack D. Forbes
**American Holocaust**, by David Stannard
**Asian Americans: The Movement and the Moment**, by Louie & Omatsu
**Beyond Heroes and Holidays** ed. by Enid Lee, Deborah Menkart & Margo Okazawa-Rey
**Can We Talk About Race?**, by Beverly Daniel Tatum
**Deculturalization and the Struggle for Equality**, by Joel Spring
**Enter the River** by Jody Miller Shearer

**Entry Denied**, by Sucheng Chan
**From a Native Daughter**, by Haunani-Kay Trask
**Inheriting the Trade**, by Thomas DeWolf
**Lies My Teacher Told Me**, by James W. Loewen
**Lies Across America**, by James W. Loewen
**Putting the Movement Back Into Civil Rights Teaching** ed. by Deborah Menkart, Alana Murray, & Janice View
**Refusing Racism**, by Cynthia Stokes Brown
**Teaching/Learning Anti-Racism**, by Louise Derman-Sparks & Carol Bunson-Phillips
**To Remain an Indian** by K. Tsianina Lomawaima & Teresa L. McCarty
**Up Against Whiteness: Race, School & Immigrant Youth** by Stacey J. Lee
**A Voyage Long and Strange**
**What if All the Kids are White?** by Louise Derman-Sparks & Patricia G. Ramsey
**Why are All the Black Kids Sitting Together In the Cafeteria?**, by Beverly Daniel Tatum
**Witnessing Whiteness** by Shelly Tochluk
**Yell-Oh Girls!** ed. by Vickie Nam

**Waking Up White** by Debby Irving
**Between the World and Me** by Ta-Nehisi Coates
**American Born Chinese** by Gene Luen Yang
**Privilege, Power and Difference** by Allan G. Johnson